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Book Descriptions:

bosch shu 6800 service manual

You have joined thePage 3 UNIQUE FEATURESDishwasher Components. 5. Materials Chart. 6. Page
5 Dishwasher Components IMPORTANT SAFETY INSTRUCTIONSPage 6 Materials Chart
DISHWASHER COMPONENTS. Figure 1, below, identifies the components of your dishwasher, and
shows the page numbersPage 9 LOADING THE DISHWASHERThe top rack height of the Bosch
dishwashers isSome Bosch dishwasher models have optional BasketPage 14 Bosch Dishwasher
Controls ADDING RINSE AGENTRinse agent, or a rinse aid, is used to provide AGENT. Page 15
BOSCH DISHWASHER CONTROLSThe dishwasher will wash and dry. Page 21 Program Options and
Unloading INTERRUPTING, CHANGING OR CANCELLING A CYCLEProgram Features for Integra
Ltd. Wash Light is illuminated when any wash cycle is in. Page 23 SPECIAL FEATURESPage 24 Care
and Cleaning SPECIAL FEATURESThe following mainteThe wash arms should be checked
periodically toPage 27 Models Features SELFHELPPage 28 Features Descriptions MODELS
FEATURESPage 30 Warranty CUSTOMER SERVICE. Your Bosch dishwasher requires no special
care other than that described in the care and cleaning. What I need is the repair manual. I live in
the Alaska bush and there are no service people here to help! What I need is the repair manual. I
live in the Alaska bush and there are no service people here to help! Login to post However, if the
door is opened quickly while in a wash or rinse cycle some water may splash out of the dishwasher.
For this reason it is recommended that the machine always be switched off before opening the door.
Changing a Cycle For Bosch dishwasher models SHI 6800 and 4320, SHU 5300, 5310 and 6800
press the program button of the desired cycle TWICE. For all other Bosch dishwasher models, press
the program button of the desired cycle ONCE. Cancelling a Cycle Each control panel shows which
buttons to simultaneously push to cancel a cycle. Add more detergent if necessary. Dado It worked
great for about two weeks. I have opened the door to see it filled
with.http://computergramm.com/userfiles/compaq-presario-f730us-manual.xml

bosch shu 6800 service manual, bosch shu 6800 service manual pdf, bosch shu 6800
service manual download, bosch shu 6800 service manual free, bosch shu 6800
service manual 2017.

I have an older dishwasher also and recently mywife also complained about it not cleaning
right.Bought new spray arms online and installedthem in minutes.now the thing works like new.
However I have also foundthat if the heating element goes bad then that also can mess things up
bad.So I would buy new spray arms, and also check out the heating element to makesure it is
working. Here is a tip that will help you with the onlinebuying.Dishwasher Problems The
HeatingElement not Working DishwasherMaintenance Hope this answers your question and
provides you with what you needed. Thank you for choosing FixYa and good luck. Please take a
moment to rate the solution provided and a short testimony if you feel its warranted, but also let me
know if you require further assistance. Regards, MacmarkusI tried to cancel the cycle and it would
not cancel. I am guessing I have a bad controller. Can you tell me how much that piece would. The
law firm for which I work is looking to acquire an old unrepaired Bosch SHU 33 dishwasher for some
ongoing litigation. If you or anyone else with this model Bosch could send me some details regarding
your dishwasher, you may be able simply to buy a whole new dishwasher. My email is JFraser at
jshlawmi.com. Thanks!I have two broken in my Bosch dishwasher. Can I substitute another
manufacturers part If you or anyone else with My email is. JFraser at jshlawmi.com. Thanks!Model
SHU33A02UC If you or anyone else with My email is. JFraser at jshlawmi.com. Thanks!If you or
anyone else with My email is. JFraser at jshlawmi.com. Thanks!A sticking impeller indicates that the
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pump may be failing, but you are welcome to try my guide to help. It is here. Thanks!Anthony The
light seems to be working properly but the fan is not responding to the buttons. Answer questions,
earn points and help others. Hold times are long. Even reliable brands like Bosch are susceptible to
longterm wear and tear or an unforeseen part failure. Sometimes the problem is
obvious.http://dsrental.com/userData/board/compaq-presario-f756nr-manual.xml

A wornout seal, for example, will leave a puddle on your kitchen floor. But other Bosch dishwasher
problems arent so obvious. Two of the most common are a soap dispenser failure and the dishwasher
not filling. Need help finding your model number. Most Common Problems Your Bosch Exxcel or
Classixx dishwasher features an electronic diagnostic system for troubleshooting various
malfunctions. Sometimes, however, those error codes can be confusing. Have a look at our list of
symptoms, then enter your model number in the search field. Well offer you a range of possible
causes and help you find the right one. Youll end up with the right replacement part to solve the
problem and the confidence to do the repair yourself. Dishwasher not cleaning 11 possible causes
and potential solutions View solutions Featured Video Video 0220 144,798 241 Dishwasher not
draining 10 possible causes and potential solutions View solutions Featured Video Video 0259
523,420 961 Dishwasher buttons not working 3 possible causes and potential solutions View
solutions No Video Available Dishwasher lights flashing or blinking 6 possible causes and potential
solutions View solutions No Video Available Dishwasher leaking 6 possible causes and potential
solutions View solutions Featured Video Video 0215 514,803 1,225 Dishwasher leaking from motor
area 6 possible causes and potential solutions View solutions No Video Available VIEW ALL The
Right Parts for the Job We carry more than 4 million parts from over 175 major brands, so chances
are, weve got the part you need. Join Repair Clinics VIP email list for 10% off, plus other discounts
and tips. Weve got millions of parts, hundreds of brands, and thousands of stepbystep videos—
everything you need to find it, fix it and finish the job right. Very often issues with Bosch Appliances
SHU 4320 begin only after the warranty period ends and you may want to find how to repair it or
just do some service work.

Even oftener it is hard to remember what does each function in Dishwasher Bosch Appliances SHU
4320 is responsible for and what options to choose for expected result. Fortunately you can find all
manuals for Dishwasher on our side using links below.ENGLISH 11 12 ELECTRICAL SUPPLY
CONNECTION ELECTRICAL SHOCK HAZARD tightly Be sure to follow all local and natio nal
electrical codes and ordinances. Final Checklist 18 FINAL CHECKLIST Customer Service
Information Filling the Detergent Dispenser Selecting the Right Detergent ENGLISH 13 Rinse Agent
To Fill the Rinse Agent Reservoir Rinse Agent Indicator Light Rinse Agent Dispenser Regulator Note
Refill rinse agent when the level indicator shows a silver background with black lines. 14 ADDING
RINSE AGENT 14 ENGLISH On Off Clean SHU 9950 SHU 9920 SHU 9910 On Off Clean On Off SHV
4800 SHV 4300 15 BOSCH DISHWASHER CONTROLS SHV 6800 Front view Clean Wash Dry
INTEGRA Ltd. Discover everything Scribd has to offer, including books and audiobooks from major
publishers. Start Free Trial Cancel anytime. Report this Document Download Now save Save Bosch
Dishwasher SHU Complete Troubleshooting Guid. For Later 22K views 6 6 upvotes 0 0 downvotes
Bosch Dishwasher SHU Complete Troubleshooting Guide Uploaded by David Morse Description Full
description save Save Bosch Dishwasher SHU Complete Troubleshooting Guid. For Later 6 6
upvotes, Mark this document as useful 0 0 downvotes, Mark this document as not useful Embed
Share Print Download Now Jump to Page You are on page 1 of 282 Search inside document Browse
Books Site Directory Site Language English Change Language English Change Language. If you are
having a problem with your dishwasher, before calling for service please refer to the SelfHelp
chapter. If service becomes necessary, contact your dealer or installer or an authorized service
center. Do not attempt to repair the appliance yourself. Any work performed by unauthorized
personnel may void the warranty.
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See Figure 1 for an example. Page 2 CONGRATULATIONS. You have joined the many consumers
who demand quiet and exceptional performance from their dishwashers. This manual was written
with your safety and convenience in mind and the information contained herein is very important.
We, at BOSCH, highly recommend that you read this manual prior to using your dishwasher for the
first time. Read all instructions and understand before using the dishwasher. 2. Use the dishwasher
only for its intended function. 3. Page 6 DISHWASHER COMPONENTS Figure 1, below, identifies
the components of your dishwasher, and shows the page numbers in this manual on which more
information about the component is available. Familiarize yourself with the various parts of your
dishwasher before you attempt to wash the first load of dishes. 1 8 10 9 5 6 3 2 7 4 Figure 1
Components Page Number 1. 2. 3. 4. 5. 6. 7. 8. 9. 10. Pg. Pg. Pg. Pg. Pg. Pg. Pg. Pg. Pg. Pg. Page 7
MATERIALS CHART Important Before you wash anything in the dishwasher, check the materials
chart shown below in Table 1. Some materials are not dishwashersafe and should be handwashed.
Others require special loading considerations. Before washing any dishware or cookware, contact
the manufacturer of the material to confirm that it is dishwashersafe. Food soils will actually
enhance the detergent’s performance. Load heavily soiled pots and pans face down, as shown in
Figure 6. For larger items, fold down the rear tines on the bottom rack. When in the down position,
they can hold extra large utensils, such as serving spoons or large knives. Figure 6 Top Rack
Loading the Top Rack The upper rack of the dishwasher has been designed with flexibility in mind.
Page 10 LOADING THE DISHWASHER Standard Top Rack Adjustment The top rack height of the
Bosch dishwashers is adjustable in most models. There is an upper and lower position for the top
rack which is used to accomodate items with different heights. How to Adjust the Top Rack 1. 2. 3.

http://www.acquaproget.com/images/canon-printer-pixma-ip6000d-manual.pdf

Figure 9 Pull out empty top rack to the point where it can be lifted upward. Pull the rack outward
and up until rollers are completely free of channels. Reinsert the rack with the other set of rollers on
the channel. Page 11 LOADING THE DISHWASHER Loading the Silverware Baskets All Bosch
dishwashers have a large silverware basket in the bottom rack. Those models with the TOP RACK
ONLY feature have a an additional upper small silverware basket. Page 12 RACK ACCESSORIES
RACK ACCESSORIES Rack Accessories Some Bosch dishwasher models have optional rack
accessories. Please refer to the Dishwasher Features Chart on pg. 27 to see which accessories your
particular model has. Extra Silverware Basket This basket can be placed in a variety of positions in
the upper rack. Page 13 ADDING DETERGENT Selecting the Right Detergent Use only dishwashing
detergent in your Bosch dishwasher. It is highly recommended to use powder detergent that DOES
NOT contain a drying agent additive. Use of other types of detergents may result in excessive suds.
Concentrated detergents usually call for lower usage than standard detergents. Please refer to Table
2 for recommended detergent usage. For the best washing results it is important to use the correct
type and amount of detergent and rinse agent. Page 14 ADDING RINSE AGENT Rinse Agent Rinse
agent, or a rinse aid, is used to provide optimum drying results and diminish water spotting. Always
use a rinse agent with the Bosch dishwasher to insure proper drying results. It rinses the dishware
and also rinses the internal parts of the dishwasher.The dishwasher will wash and dry the contents
based on cycle selection made. Refer to Tables 3, 4 and 5 Wash Cycle Selection Chart to select the
most appropriate cycle for the wash load. However, if the door is opened quickly while in a wash or
rinse cycle some water may splash out of the dishwasher. To Interrupt a Cycle WARNING DO NOT
PULL DOOR FULLY OPEN WHILE DISHWASHER IS IN OPERATION.

http://frial.com/images/canon-printer-pixma-ip4600-manual.pdf

Wash Light is illuminated when any wash cycle is in operation up until the completion of the final
rinse cycle. Dry Light is illuminated during the condensation drying phase. Wash Dry Clean Clean
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Light is illuminated when the dishes are cleaned, dried and ready to be unloaded. Page 23 SPECIAL
FEATURES Please refer to the pg. 27, Table 6 features chart to determine which special features
your particular model dishwasher has. Delayed Start On Bosch dishwashers with a 2 digit LED
display, the start of the washing cycle can be delayed for up to 9 hours, and the models with a 3 digit
display up to 19 hrs. Follow these steps to delay the start of a wash cycle DELAY START BUTTON
Cycle Countdown 1. Page 24 SPECIAL FEATURES How to Operate the Cycle Completion Signal 1.
Open door, hold down program button see Beeper Table on right and simultaneously turn the
Dishwasher on. 2. Release program button. a. For SHV 6803 and SHU9950 models The display will
blink with a code of “0”, “1” or “2”. Page 25 CARE AND CLEANING General Maintenance Certain
areas of your Bosch Dishwasher require periodic owner inspection. Page 26 CARE AND CLEANING
Check Wash Arms The wash arms should be checked periodically to ensure that the spray orifices
are clear and unobstructed. If the wash arms require cleaning they are easy to remove and replace
1. The lower wash arm simply snaps into place. Pull gently upwards to remove it. 2. The upper wash
arm is held in position by a locking nut. See Figure 40 Figure 40 3. After cleaning, reinstall the wash
arms. Page 27 SELFHELP Dishwashers may exhibit problems that are unrelated to a malfunction of
the dishwasher itself. The following table may serve to answer your question about a problem you
are having without having to call a repair person. PROBLEM POSSIBLE CAUSE Dishes do not dry
Indicator lights do not come on Dishwasher does not Rinseaid dispenser is empty. Fill rinseaid
dispenser. A fuse may have blown or a circuit breaker tripped.

Page 30 CUSTOMER SERVICE Your Bosch dishwasher requires no special care other than that
described in the care and cleaning chapter. Any work performed by unauthorized personnel may
void the warranty. Page 31 Statement of Warranties Bosch Dishwashers The warranties provided by
BSH Home Appliances Corp. “Bosch” in this Statement of Warranties apply only to Bosch
Dishwashers sold to the first using purchaser by Bosch or its authorized dealers, retailers or service
centers in the United States or Canada. The Warranties provided herein are not transferable. By
continuing to use this site you consent to the use of cookies on your device as described in our
cookie policy unless you have disabled them. By chatting and providing personal info, you
understand and agree to our Terms of Service and Privacy Policy. Appliance Need appliance repair
help. Ask an Expert Home Improvement Questions Appliance Repair Our Bosch SHU 6800
dishwasher will not drain. Our Bosch SHU 6800 dishwasher will not drain. The hose looks clear and
the filters are clear. I think it is the pump. What do I do Submitted 11 years ago.The first thing to
check is going to be the drain line from the pump. I would remove it from the dishwasher to make
sure there are no obstructions.I need an easier solution Appliance Technician MrBill, Home
Appliance Technician replied 11 years ago Hello,If this is something that you are unable to do, then
you may not be able to repair the machine yourself.Sometimes theres not. Let me know if you would
like to do the repair yourself.John is online now Get an Answer Continue Share this conversation See
more Related Appliance Questions My dishwasher has 2 inches of water in it. I have removed My
dishwasher has 2 inches of water in it. I have removed the filter which was rather dirty and cleaned
it. Can I now run it to get it drained. Our sinks drain well so there is not a clogged line. It cleans and
rinses just fine Hi. I have a Bosch SHU 4026UCU06.

www.sidertest.it/wp-content/plugins/formcraft/file-upload/server/content/files/1626c5f73e122c---carl
son-surveyor-plus-manual.pdf

It cleans and rinses just fine but recently started leaving standing water above the filter after
completing the cycle. The pump runs, the check valve is clear as is the drain hose. Now towards
Bosch SHU 6800 Started normally regular cycle.It ran all night with no water. It wont drain. Ive Hi, I
have a Bosch SHU 9915 dishwasher. It wont drain. Ive run the diagnostics The sink drains properly
and all filter parts are clean. I have a Bosch dishwasher and the bottom in full of water. I think the
basket is clogged and may need to be cleaned. The dishwasher and sink drain properly. Bosch DLX
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the filter is not our dishwasher is not draining.What do you The water in my Bosch dishwasher does
not drain. What do you think the cause is and how do I go about getting the problem fixed.Washer
pump runs fine. Emptying Bosch model SHU 6800 dishwasher. Washer pump runs fine. Emptying
drain pump runs fine off the machine. Does not turn on during a cycle. No blockages in drain hose
connections or filters. In the We bought a Bosch dishwasher 7 years ago, the SHU5306. In the last
few years, we started having really bad odors when the water drains and there is gore in all the
gaskets and cracks inside it. We have taken all the hoses and filters off to see if there are any
obstructions. I use a My dishwasher is leaving a scum on all the dishes. I cleaned I have a Bosch
SHU dishwasher that is not working. I cleaned the filters and found a toothpick in them. When I turn
it on it just makes a humming sound like the pump or motor is locked up. Posts are for general
information, are not intended to substitute for informed professional advice medical, legal,
veterinary, financial, etc., or to establish a professionalclient relationship. JustAnswer is not
intended or designed for EMERGENCY questions which should be directed immediately by
telephone or inperson to qualified professionals.

JustAnswer in the News Askadoc Web sites If youve got a quick question, you can try to get an
answer from sites that say they have various specialists on hand to give quick answers.
Justanswer.com. JustAnswer.com.has seen a spike since October in legal questions from readers
about layoffs, unemployment and severance. Traffic on JustAnswer rose 14 percent.and had nearly
400,000 page views in 30 days.inquiries related to stress, high blood pressure, drinking and heart
pain jumped 33 percent. Tory Johnson, GMA Workplace Contributor, discusses workfromhome jobs,
such as JustAnswer in which verified Experts answer people’s questions. I will tell you that.the
things you have to go through to be an Expert are quite rigorous. What Customers are Saying Thank
you for the expeditious answer. Its good to know youre out there and awake in the wee hours when I
finally have time to ask questions about my Jenn Air. Jean Riverhead, NY You did one super job of
explaining to me everything there is to know about this fridge. Im looking forward to asking you
questions in the future. Jimmy Bagley, IA Wonderful service, prompt, efficient, and accurate. Couldnt
have asked for more. I cannot thank you enough for your help. Mary C. Freshfield, Liverpool, UK
This expert is wonderful. They truly know what they are talking about, and they actually care about
you. They really helped put my nerves at ease. Thank you so much!!!! Alex Los Angeles, CA Thank
you for all your help. It is nice to know that this service is here for people like myself, who need
answers fast and are not sure who to consult. GP Hesperia, CA I couldnt be more satisfied. This is
the site I will always come to when I need a second opinion. Justin Kernersville, NC Just let me say
that this encounter has been entirely professional and most helpful. I liked that I could ask additional
questions and get answered in a very short turn around. Tom Goellner Home Appliance Technician
1,885 satisfied customers 32 yrs.

Kelly Appliance Technician 26,086 satisfied customers Highly accurate diagnostician with over 30
years experience. Show More Show Less How it works Login Contact Us Ask Your Question Send It.
If you want to search this text, hold control and F, and type the word you are looking for. Bosch
dishwashers are provided with two manuals; one, Installation Instruction Manual and one, Care and
Use Manual. Read all instructions before using the dishwasher. 2. Use the dishwasher only for its
intended function. 3. Use only detergents or wetting agents recommended for use in a dishwasher
and keep them out of the reach of children. 4. When loading items to be washed a. Locate sharp
items so that they are not likely to damage the door seal, and b. For plastic items not so marked,
check the manufacturers recommendations. 6. Do not touch the heating element during or
immediately after use. 7. Do not operate your dishwasher unless all the enclosure panels are
properly in place. 8. Do not tamper with controls. 9. Do not abuse, sit on, or stand on the door or
dish rack of the dishwasher. 10. To reduce the risk of injury, do not allow children to play in or on
the dishwasher. 1I. Under certain conditions, hydrogen gas may be produced in a hot water system
that has not been used for two weeks or more. Hydrogen gas is explosive. If the hot water system



has not been used for such a period, before using the dishwasher turn on all hot water faucets and
let the water flow from each for several minutes. This will release any accumulated hydrogen gas. As
the gas is flammable, do not smoke or use an open flame during this time. 12. Remove the door to
the washing compartment when removing an old dishwasher from service or discarding. These must
be carefully followed in all cases. See Installation Instructions pro vided with this dishwasher for
complete installation information. Make sure this dishwasher has been properly grounded and
installed by a qualified installer before using.

SAVE THESE INSTRUCTIONS GROUNDING INSTRUCTIONS This appliance must be connected to a
grounded metal, permanent wiring system; or an equipment grounding conductor must be run with
the circuit conductors and connected to the equipment grounding terminal or lead on the
dishwasher. For an explanation of the feature turn a Four spraying levels to the page indicated. Page
4 BEFORE USING FOR TIlE FIRST TIME Before beginning to use your dishwasher for the first time
2. Check to make sure that the water valve to the 1. Check to make sure that the voltage on which
the dishwasher is to operate is the same as shown on dishwasher is open. The installer may have
closed the rating plate.Minerals in the water may cause spotting or darkening of aluminum. This can
usually be removed by scouring with a soap filled steel wool pad. BONE NOT Handles may separate.
If there is any doubt, please check with the manufacturer of your set or test by washing one piece
with each load for a month and comparing this piece with the rest of the set to determine if there
has been any fading or discoloration. It is recommended that these be hand washed. Also, fragile
glassware is highly breakable, be sure to set the pieces so that they do not topple during washing
and so that they do not knock against other pieces. GLASS USUALLY SAFE Milk glass may yellow.
NON STICK USUALLY SAFE After drying the non stick coating should be covered with a light
coating of COATINGS vegetable oil. IRON NOT Iron will rust. Wash by hand and dry immediately.
RECOMMENDED PEWTER NOT Pewter will tarnish. STAINLESS USUALLY SAFE Do not let
stainless steel items contact copper or sterling silver or STEEL silverplate items. STERLING
USUALLY SAFE Do not allow to come in contact with stainless steel or copper items.
RECOMMENDED WOOD NOT Wooden bowls, wooden utensils and wood handled utensils can warp,
crack RECOMMENDED or lose their finish.

NON NOT The Bosch dishwasher is only intended for use in cleaning standard DISHWARE
RECOMMENDED household dishware items. ITEMS Table 1. Page 6 LOADING PREPARATIONS
FOR WASHING Very little preparation is requiredbefore placing dishes, pots, pans, etc. It is
recommended, to save energy and your food disposer.Use a reduced also be scraped into a
wastebasket or into your food amount of detergent as compared to a full load when disposer.The
NOTE The program time is not reduced when TOP dishwasher cannot remove burned on food. RACK
ONLY TM is used.Figure 3, shows a typical mixed load for In general, try to remove food scraps and
place the items an upper rack washing load.The ends of these shelves are specially formed to help
maintain spacing between stemmed glasses. When the cup shelves are in the up position long
stemmed glasses may be placed in the first row with their stems placed to rest between the tooth
like projections of the shelves.Chipping or other damage may occur.Heavily soiled pots Figure 7.The
purpose of mixing the shelves at the back of the lower rack. These shelves silverware is to avoid
having them nest together, tor may be flipped down to hold extra large utensils, such example if
spoons would be placed together they as serving spoons, or long knives. They also may be could nest
together so that water could not properly used as additional cup shelves. See Figures 5 and 7. Page
8 RACK HEIGHT ADJUSTMENT 2. There refer to figure 9 and turn clockwise to lock sprinkler are
two positions, see figure 8 head in place. I. The upper position is used to provide more room for
items to be placed in the lower rack. 2. The lower position is used to provide more room for items to
be placed in the upper rack. Figure 9. Extra tall items may now be placed in lower rack for washing,
as shown in figure 10. First empty upper rack and pull rack partially out to point where rack can be
lifted upward as shown in upper illustration of Figure 8. b.



Pull the rack forward and then up until rollers are completely free of channels. c. Reinsert the rack
with the other set of rollers on the channel. Extra Tall Items If you have extra tall items that cannot
fit in the lower rack without interfering with the upper spray arm or without hitting the upper rack,
the upper rack may be removed. See figure 9. To allow washing of extra tall items Figure 10. 1. With
upper rack empty, remove it from the dishwasher by pulling the rack partially out to the point where
rack can be lifted upward and out to disengage the wheels tiom the side rails. Page 9 USING THE
DISPENSERS With hard water, or with the POWER SCRUB PLUS cycle, it is recommended that the
detergent dispenser For the best washing result it is important to use the correct be completely
filled, roughly 9 teaspoons. If additional amount of detergent and rinse agent a detergent is required
it can be placed on the inside of the door, just below the dispenser. DETERGENT USE Use only fresh
dishwashing detergent powder is recom mended manufactured specifically for dishwasher use. Use
of other types of detergents will result in excessive suds. Be sure to check the phosphate content of
the detergent m be used. Phosphate helps prevent the minerals in hard water from forming a film or
spots on dishes. Hard water requires your detergent to work harder a In hard water areas you will
find that detergents with high phosphate levels will provide a better result a If the phosphate level is
low, below 8.7 %, you may have to use extra detergent in hard water areas. Release Figure 12. With
soft water the amount of detergent may be reduced.If you have very soft water, or chemically
treated Be sure to follow the dishwasher detergent manufacturers soft water special care should be
taken to use the minimum instructions when using the detergents. Concentrated amount of
detergent.

For these situations a high quality, detergents usually call for lower usage than do standard low
phosphate detergent is recommended. Too much detergents.After filling the detergent compartment
close the cover by sliding it over the detergent chamber and pressing DETERGENT DISPENSER
down on the button until it clicks shut. The detergent will The detergent dispenser on the Bosch
dishwasher is be dispensed automatically during the wash portion of the located on the inside of the
door, see figure I as well as cycle.These refer to the w lume when filled level display, see Figure 2, m
see d cycle has been complctcd.It If the cycle is not complete please refer to section of this the
detergent dispenser is completely filled it can hold manual titled TO INTERRUPT OR RESET CYCLE
to 45 milliliters, or roughly 9 teaspoons.Rinse agent level indicator Figure 13. RINSE AGENT
INDICATOR Figure 14. There is a rinse agent indicator light on the right hand side of the front panel
of the Bosch dishwasher, see figure 2. TO ADJUST SETTING There is also level indicator on the
dispenser, see Figure a Open the cover of the rinse agent dispenser. 13. This indicator shows the
level of rinse agent that is in a Turn the setting indicator to the desired setting. See the rinse agent
reservoir. As received, and when empty the Figure 15.When the rinse agent reservoir is full the
indicator light will not be illuminated and the level indicator on the dispenser will appear dark.
RINSE AGENT DISPENSER indicator Rinse agent, or a rinse aid, is used to diminish water spotting
and to provide optimum drying results. It is recommended that a rinse agent be used at all times
with the Bosch dishwasher. In a Bosch dishwasher the rinse agent not only serves to rinse the
dishware, but also serves to rinse the tank and inner door of the dishwasher. The tank and inner
door will begin to take on a dull, unpolished look, if rinse agent is not used.
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